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The truth of salvation by grace alone is central to the understanding of Scriptural doctrine. Our 

churches adhere to this principle, and do not skimp in teaching it from the pulpit, in Sunday School, 

catechism, bible study groups, and Young Peoples’ groups. 

The Georgetown Young People were given the opportunity to visit Houston in order to expose 

them to an evangelistic enterprise, so they could see how it is properly done, so they could understand 

the enemy, so they could appreciate their own precious heritage all the more. It almost goes without 

saying that God is glorified in all of these things. More specifically, the object of this trip was the 

Hindu work, and the Houston planners made it possible to have contact with these people. 

Ravi’s (not his real name) idol room is the spare bedroom in his home. Its walls are covered 

with pictures and statues of the gods: Rama-Chandra, Krishna, Varaha, Vishnu and the like. This is a 

room for worshiping. The thick red velvet carpet is easy on the knees. Some of the girls who came to 

Houston were assigned to sleep in this room. While they were unpacking, Ravi’s cute and rascally five-

year-old son bounced into the room. He was bubbling over, jumping up and down, giggling at a private 

joke. He couldn’t keep it in any longer. “You have to take your shoes off in here!” he blurted. This child 

knows the rules of the idol gods, in fact, he is named after one of them. 

The idol room is where they saw Ravi doing the daily chores of incense and chants. It is the 

room that punched home the point that idol worship is real in a sense that they never thought possible. 

We read of it in the Bible. We hear sermons about how we should be careful about letting our 

admiration of a sports hero, or our following of a political leader, or our desire for material bounty, 

cross the line into idolatry. But here, in this room, the walls are full of pictures and statues of idol gods. 

Here, in this room, Ravi bows down and prays to those pictures and statues! 

The young people saw Manu (not his real name) in his “father’s” office, a room at the back of 

his jewelry store. “There is my father,” murmured Manu reverently, pointing to a large picture of Jesus 

propped up in the chair behind the desk. Like Ravi’s room, there were dozens of pictures of other gods 

spread over the walls. On the desk were pending business contracts under ornate crucifixes, as if they 

were there to be superstitiously sanctified, cured in the spiritual smokehouse. After Thursday night’s 

Christian SINDHI meeting, they heard Manu say that the goal of understanding more and more of god 

(his god, not the true God) is the “miracles” of prosperity, health and happiness. All those things in 

Manu’s “father’s” office were desperate and hopeless attempts to gain salvation. 

In the shops and homes of the Hindu people, they saw time and again evidence of bondage. 

Little shrines with gifts of oranges and bananas, incense smoke, pictures, ribbons, baubles, and tinkling 

bells were plentiful in Indian Town and China Town. Superstitious fear of unknown forces drives these 

people to embrace as many gods as possible, including Jesus, in the hope that they avoid offending any 

god (and paying the price), or perhaps please some of the gods (and earn a reward). 

The truth is salvation by God’s grace alone. The lie is that salvation is determined by our will. 

The lie is that we can do things that qualify us for salvation, or that can please God, or that can at least 

avoid the worst damnation. The truth is that sin earns us the death penalty, that sin has in fact already 

killed us spiritually, so we cannot do anything at all, much less do anything pleasing to God. Our 

Protestant Reformed teaching has drilled our young people on this point and all its implications, and 

while in Houston, the group leaders made the application repeatedly. 

The doctrine of grace alone is so vital to the correct understanding of God’s glorious revelation, 

that all false religions pervert this point. The Hindu idol worship is for the purpose of conditioning their 

minds and soul, making them fit for salvation. Hindu salvation is really no salvation at all, since their 

ultimate goal is re-absorption into the infinite nothingness from which everything originated. Is that 



salvation or obliviation? In this context Rev. Mahtani and Rev. Miersma repeatedly emphasized the 

folly of earning salvation, no matter what is the method. 

There was an unplanned and unexpected object lesson, showing just how varied are the 

alternatives men in their “cunning craftiness” devise to the truth of salvation by grace alone. One 

Wednesday, some of the young people were invited to attend a social evening at a local Baptist church. 

The social games were somehow converted into an impromptu service, and the minister asked all the 

young people to bow their heads and close their eyes. The room hushed as everyone prepared for 

prayer. “If you accept Jesus into your heart, raise your head and look at me,” he said, trying to elicit 

from his young audience some conduct that would earn them salvation. Our young people fidgeted 

uncomfortably. 

Here again comes the truth of salvation by grace alone. Not by magic chants or prayers, not by 

symbolic going forward at a meeting, none of these things can earn the favor of God. The young people 

could experience that all those things taught in church about Arminianism are true after all. There really 

are people that practice those things. Much the same way that the Hindu idols opened the young 

people’s eyes, so did the Baptist alter call. In both cases, our group leaders were on hand to make sure 

the proper application was made. 

So, what did the Georgetown young people learn in Houston? You can be sure they did not 

learn anything new (not doctrinal, anyway). What they saw, what they heard, what they smelled, was 

the confirmation that man’s pathetic feeble attempts to grasp salvation fail miserably. They learned that 

sound evangelistic practice differs little from the life of God’s redeemed people. Make friends with 

people. Be ready to give a reason for the hope that’s in you. It is not door-to-door tract distribution, not 

mass meetings with emotional calls for accepting salvation, not glad-handing people on the street. 

Evangelism is concerned with individuals and their families in day to day life. 

The young people came to know and love their hosts and families “up close and personal.” 

They were living their faith in front of the unsaved folk that they came to know by showing the love of 

God for his people in their attitudes, by their conduct, by their whole way of life. That is the setting for 

evangelism. That is the setting for being godly salt in an ungodly world. That is the setting for causing 

God to be glorified in the lives of His people. That is the setting of a normal Christian life. ♦ 
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